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eBay item number:133521738437 Seller takes full responsibility for this listing. Value added tax number: Product location: Shanghai, China Post: America, Asia, Australia Exceptions: Africa, Central America and the Caribbean, Europe, South America, Russian Federation, Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, Georgia, India,
Maldives, Mongolia, Nepal, Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen, American Samoa, Cook Islands, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Wallis and Futuna, Western Samoa, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Hong Kong, Laos, Macau, Vietnam, Bermuda, Greenland, Mexico, SaintPierre and Michelon This item is not a post in Germany Previous deck:RenaissanceNext deck: Royal Thai Bright Cards, featuring full scenes with figures and symbols, were drawn in 1909 by Pamela Coleman Smith under the direction of Arthur Edward. Arthur Edward Waite (1857-1942) was a true scholar of the occult whose published works include St.
Kabbalah and Key to the Tarot, first published in England in 1910. Waite used symbolism as the key to the tarot package. In Key to the Tarot, he writes, True tarot is symbolism; it does not speak another language and offers no other signs. What are the tarot cards that Waite so expertly writes about? What is the message of each map and when and where
did these fascinating cardboard symbols first emerge? The exact origin of the tarot cards in antiquity remains unclear. Court de Geblinin, writing in Le Monde Primitif in 1781, promotes the theory that the tarot cards were derived from the ancient Egyptian book The Book of Toth. He was the Egyptian Mercury, which is considered one of the first kings and
inventor of the hieroglyphic system. Geblin claims that it was the Egyptians and gypsies who dispersed the tarot cards all over Europe. The appearance of tarot cards in Europe preceded Waite's more than five-century work. The German monk Johannes describes a game called Ludas Cartarum, played in 1377. Covelluzzo, a chronicler of the fifteenth
century, recounts the introduction of Viterbo card games in 1379. In 1369, playing cards were not mentioned in The Order of Charles VI of France against various forms of gambling; however, 28 years later, Prevot Paris, in a decree dated January 22, 1397, prohibits working people from playing tennis, ball, cards, or ninepins except for holidays only. It is
generally accepted that playing cards appeared in Europe in the second half of the fourteenth century, probably first in Italy as a full deck of 78 cards - or Subsequently, the genius combined a total of 56 maps, known as the Little Arcana, with 22 esoteric and symbolic tarot cards, known as Major Arcana, to form a package of 78 maps. During the fifteenth
century tarot cards were usually painted or painted by hand for the princely house of Northern Italy and France. Subsequently, card bags became more numerous because they were reproduced by methods using woodcuts, stencils and copper engravings. By the sixteenth century, a modified tarot package called Marseille's Tarot was popular. There is today,
in the archives of bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, 17 large maps of Arkan commonly believed to be probably mistaken, were hand-written around 1392 by Jakmin Gringonneur for Charles VI of France. These maps are probably more of a later Venetian origin, perhaps in the mid-fifteenth century Tarokki Venice map. See any map in Rider Waite Deck:The
FoolThe MagicianThe High PriestOffication EmperorThe HierophantThe LoversThe ChariotStrengthThe HerWhmiteel of FortuneJusticeThe Hanged ManDeathTemper The DevilThe TowerThe StarThe SunJudgementThe WorldAce from WandsTwo from WandsThree wands from WandsSix from WandsSeven from WandsEight from WandsNine from
WandsTen from WandsPage from WandsKnight from Wands'ueen from WandsKing from WandsAce from CupsTwo Cups3 CupsFive CupsSix CupsFive from CupsEight CupsNine CupsAs swordsA3 swordsChem swordsFive swordsSix swordsSwea swordsWeack swordsWeae swordsWeacha swords CoinTrike CoinsFour CoinsFive CoinsSix CoinsSeight
from coinsNine of CoinsTen from CoinsPage CoinsOnOnne Night CoinKwin CoinsKee CoinsSIcree another deck, To learn more : 8-Bit tarot African tarot Angel Taro Aquarius Archeon Archeton Art Of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarokki Cat People Cat Eyes Heavenly Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawley Crow Magick Crystal Visions
Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot EpicUrean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Tarot Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenstra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts and Perfume Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gammdi Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze
Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scap Melani Melanized Classic Tarot Fun Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Tarot Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old Old Way Omegaland World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulta Fantas-Magoric Fast and Easy Renaissance Ryder Wait The
Centennial Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Tarot Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witch New Palladini Tarot Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fanciful Winged Spirit of Taro Cerner Farber Tarot I'm a Professional Tarot For Me Tarot For Me Tarot Read on for a quick link to Rider
Waite Tarot Values! Viva Moon Studios, via UnsplashAn Easy Guide to Rider Waite DeckHaven't have time to watch tarot values in the book? Or does your memory need a quick push? Here's a quick link to the values of tarot cards. This list covers Rider Waite Taro and all its numerous offshoots. If your deck has a special system, then you need to turn to the
book that came with it. In this article we look at: What is Major Arkana? Major Arcana's Map Values What is Little Arcana? Meanings Of the Little Arcane Maps Tips for Reading Tarot Note: This list is for vertical map values only. If you're looking to learn about U-turns, check out my explanation and quick guide to the link for The Ryder-Waite Taro
Reversals.The Major Arcana: What they meanThe Major Arcana cards don't look like juveniles, while minors can be pretty specific (focusing on actual situations, feelings, etc.), majors are more about energy fields and influences. They may reflect a spiritual search, achievement, or life lesson. Sometimes they reflect forces beyond our control. They warn us
that resistance is useless and that we must change our perception or increase understanding and acceptance. Majors are not as specific as minors, they are more about energy fields and influences. Written by Major Arkan Cards0 Fool - Taking a risk. Go outside your comfort zone. Knowing the universe is looking out for you. 1 Wizard - Feeling confident,
confident. With all the tools and resources at your disposal. Power. 2 High Priest - Intuition. To get into yourself. Inner knowledge. 3 Empress - Growth, fertility, pregnancy, motherhood. A new project. The dominant female. 4 Emperor - Structure, organization, rules. The dominant male. 5 Hierophant - The path of learning, religion, spirituality, spiritual mentor,
leadership. 6 Lovers - a life-changing choice, a turning point. Union with the other, two as one. 7 Chariot - Drive and determination. Autonomy. Mediation and negotiation. 8 Power is persuasion, gentle power. Patience, control, compassion. 9 Hermit - Knowing yourself, loneliness. Understanding humanity, wisdom. 10 Wheel of Fortune - Change, Good luck,
destiny. 11 Justice - Cause and effect, karma, justice, legal issues. 12 Hanged man - On hold, nothing happens, stuck, letting go of the result. 13 Death - Ending and New transformation, transformation, Death. 14 Temperance - Chemistry, moderation, balance. That's the right thing to do. 15 The Devil - Addiction, bad habits, co-dependency, materialism. 16
Tower - Chaos, destruction, coup. Unexpected and possibly undesirable changes. 17 Star - Renewed optimism, hope, calmness. Spiritual love and joy. 18 Moon - Insecurity, anxiety, illusion, fear, health problems. 19 Sun - Improvement, growth, positivity, love, abundance, joy. 20 Judgment - Rebirth, calling, forgiveness. 21 World - In the right place.
Achievement, completion. Pause before the next stage. How to interpret the Small Arkan Minor Arcana is often considered less important than the maps of Major Arkana. It's not right for me. When someone is dealing with a set of circumstances, they are right in the middle of the action. While a major can point to the overall energy, the Small Map can identify
the details and give the necessary advice-now. Minors can give the necessary advice immediately. AuthorThe Meanings of the Little Arcana Maps There are four costumes in Little Arcana: Wands/Staves Cups Pentacles Swords Costume wands / StavesThe Wands are associated with inspiration and action. The ace of sticks is a burst of energy, inspiration,
passion, creativity. Two sticks - planning, solutions, delays. Three sticks - entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial spirit, responsibility, opportunity. A new job. Four sticks - community, holiday, home comfort, engagement, wedding, housewarming. Well done work. Five sticks - Arguments, disagreements, tensions, competition, hostility. Six sticks - Victory,
achievement. Good results in exams. Public confession. Seven sticks - Standing on your own, challenge, not giving up. Eight of the wands - Change, getting organized, motivation, journey, possibly pregnancy. Nine sticks - courage, determination, resilience. Ten sticks - responsibilities, stress, hard times. Page wands - Explorer, potential, free agent, no
connections, messenger (or message arriving quickly). Knight of sticks - the hang, the enthusiasm, the entrepreneurial spirit, the scattered energy. The queen of sticks - Heat, vibration, sexual enthusiasm. The king of sticks is a leader, a visionary, a role model, temperamental, selfish. Costume CupsCups are associated with emotions, and relationships with
other people and self. Ace of Cups - Overwhelming romantic and spiritual love. A new relationship, a friendship. Compassion. Two Cups - Attraction, love, purposefulness. Three Cups - Friendship, fun, community, girls' night, holiday. Four Cups - Emotional stability, contemplation, meditation, inner attention. Five Cups - Loss, pain, disappointment, loss,
regret, pain. Emotional challenge. Six Cups - Memories of people and places. Childhood, children, grandchildren. Seven Cups - Fantasy, Imagination, too many options. Eight Cups - Emotional choice. Nine Cups - Emotional Security. Comfort, satisfaction, happiness. Ten Cups - Family, harmony, fulfillment, peace, love. Cup page - Sense Researcher,
Creative, Messenger (or Message Coming From Abroad). Knight of Cups - Romantic Cavalier. He likes to love. Bisexuality. The queen of cups is an intuitive, compassionate woman. He's a good friend. The King of Cups is a friendly, gentle man. Pentaclespentacles costume is connected with the material world, work, health, money. Ace Pentacles - Gift,
manifestation, new home or project. Prosperity. Two Pentacles - Making ends meet. Balancing time and resources. Three pentaxles - cooperation, teamwork, pooling of resources and ideas. Four pentax - stability, security, isolation, holding on to resources. Five of pentacles - Material losses, poverty, poverty, financial or material problems. Six Pentacles generosity, giving and receiving support, charity, donation of resources. Seven Pentacles - A little discontent underlying discontent, do well, but can do better. Want to know for missed opportunities. Eight Pentacles - Education, training/retraining, career change, focus on work in hand. Nine Pentacles - Independence, happy with your own company. Selfsufficiency, appreciation. Ten Pentacles - Family structure, wealth, business, planning, intergenerational cooperation. Pentacles page - Student, curiosity, focus. Messenger, or message arriving by mail. Knight Pentacles - hardworking, loyal, reliable, quiet man with hidden depths. The queen of Pentacles is a comfortable, practical, effective woman.
Motherhood, a woman's career. King Pentacles - a businessman, generous, proud, self-educated, self-made. The Costume of swordsloves are connected with intelligence and communication. The ace of swords - clarity, decision, understanding, understanding, truth revealed. Two swords are indecisive, not acknowledging the truth, afraid to face reality.
Three swords - misunderstanding, rejection, offensive words, painful realization. Four swords - Withdrawal, rest of mind, time out, meditation. Five swords - conflict, tension, mental problems, bullying. Six Swords - Transition, Recovery, Move On, Travel. Seven swords - Stealth, recovery of something lost, mental deception, betrayal, theft. Eight swords - selfin-prison, alleged imprisonment, isolation. Nine Swords - Anxiety, Depression, Nightmares, Endless Negative Thoughts. Ten Swords - Defeat, End, Death. End of life/the beginning of the next. Sword Page - Mentally agile, restless, experimenting. Messenger (or message arriving quickly). The knight of swords is shrewd, decisive, impulsive, political. Fighting
for an outsider. swords -- shrewd, quick thinker, truth seeker. He speaks the way he is. King king Authoritative, intellectually powerful, truthful, direct. Read on for some tips on giving tarot reading. Tips for reading the tarot: How to get the most out of the map While it's easy to see the list of values, you should also know that circumstances play a role, so that
can be subtle, but telling differences in the meaning of the map. The reader's ability is to determine what aspect of the seeker's life is associated with the map. For example, let's say that your finder (or yourself) asked about a new job. You flip seven swords, and for the life of you, you can't connect it to a new job quest. Then you start thinking about the
information the client gave you, and one of the things she said was that her search was hampered by her distrust. The meaning of the Seven Swords can be expanded as a board to claim back that has lost confidence because it has an absolute right to feel worthy like anyone applying for those jobs. And it's your job as a tarot reader: It's not just about
deciphering mysterious cards, but also about giving your customers confidence. Hearing this from a tarot reader sometimes gives them a big boost. If the cards say this, it must be true, and so on. So be prepared to dig a bit to get the customer talking in order to broaden the senses. Tell what comes to your mind in the form of personal memory, but be careful
how you say it. Tarot readers are usually not trained consultants, and if you blurted out something without thinking you could cause damage. People have a way of fixing on one sentence or point, so think before you talk. Any questions about the interpretation of the tarot cards? Hope this list of tarot card values are useful to you. You can print them by clicking
Ctrl P, or copying them into a Word document and deleting images. Feel free to ask any questions, but please do not ask for free readings. This article is accurate and true to the best of the author's knowledge. Content has only information or entertainment purposes and does not replace personal advice or professional advice on business, financial, legal or
technical issues. The questions and answers: I bought the Rider-Waite Tarot deck. What would be the best book to go with it? Do you have any tips for beginners in terms of where to start? Answer: I would suggest Brigitte Esselmont's Ultimate Guide to Tarot Value Cards. I have an original PDF version, and it's great for little nudges about all variations of the
value of the map, even for someone like me who has been reading for years. You may know the author better as the owner of Biddy Taro. It's expensive, but worth it. I'm not sure if the PDF version is still available, you'll have to check out the website. Paperback on Amazon, but as I said, terribly expensive. One free resource Joan Joan Studying the tarot. It
is an old site and not easily navigable. This whole book, however, is free. as to where to start ... I have a few articles that can help: ... ... ... ... ... ... The question: I pulled out a card for a better way to handle the relationship situation. The relationship, I feel, is one-sided and is about to end in a disastrous way. The card I pulled out was the world. This is difficult
to understand in this context. Does this mean waiting and seeing what happens? Or will it be that one person should take the lead to end the relationship or try to sort it out? Answer: Since the World is the last map in The Main Arcane, it means that you have learned a valuable life lesson from this relationship, but you are ready to take on the next chapter of
your life. I'm not saying it's going to end, but it looks likely. Take what you can from it, experience wise, try to keep it friendly and just move on. By the way, I would recommend you to read all single cards as vertically. The question is: What are the Pentaklas associated with? Answer: Pentakla is connected with the material world; everything you can touch.
Money, health, home, work, etc. question: I read all the tarot cards only vertically. Whether it's one or in the spread. Please tell me if I do it right? Answer: It is perfectly normal to read maps vertically all the time. Actually, so am I. However, you should know that you can also read the U-turn value in the vertical map. It works like this: imagine that each card is
actually a pole or a stick. At each end you have the extreme value of the map; positive and negative. The right degree of meaning to read somewhere along this stick. It is your talent, as a reader, to use your intuition to determine where on this scale the meaning lies. To help you, look online for images for the Revelations of Taro zak Wong. He built U-turns
right into the image. So it's all in the map. The question: I have a Rider-Waite Taro deck and it came with a booklet that says you are connected to a certain costume based on some physical characteristics and you read using only this suit and Major Arkana. However, as explained here, you use a full deck for reading and costumes pose a different problem
etc. I'm curious how to your opinion on this? Answer: Typically, the entire deck is used for reading, case you would be excluding a lot of potential information. What you describe is a special spread on the dominant element of the seeker. So, my Earth/Pentacles, so if I wanted to do a reading based on this element, then I could use the spread you described.
However, I don't know why you want it if it was for a birthday reading or something. If you read the booklet again, I'm sure you'll see other spreads offered there. The question: I pulled out one reading card what guide does the universe have for me regarding specific relationships, such that it is in the highest benefit of both participants? I'm dead. This is the
first time I can't connect to a map. How can this be interpreted? I tried the same thing a few days later and got the same card. What message is Taro trying to give me? Answer: Death means a transition that you cannot prevent. So you'll move on. Death is like a portal from one stage of life to another. There's no choice. It's going to happen. Once passed, you
can look for signs of a positive future. Asking the same question on another article, hoping for a different answer, will still get you the same answer, I'm afraid. The question is: Can I draw on your tarot deck? Answer: Of course. This is your deck, and the cards are just cards. There is nothing magical about the actual cards. Most of them are printed en masse
in China. There are several decks that are printed as coloring books that can be fun. Having said that, I probably won't rely on any of mine. I've been considering pruning borders from a few of them though.© 2018 Bev GCommentsBev G (author) from Wales, UK August 10, 2020: Hi Knottybunny, you don't need to sit down and study maps. Trying to get to
know them by heart is difficult. What you have to do is a lot of testimony. The readings of one card. You can read for yourself, for situations, you can read for news etc. As you do the readings, enter a brief summary of what the card means. When you get a little more confident, start doing free readings for the American Tarot Association. Knottybunny on
August 09, 2020: I've been dabbling in the tarot for a few years now I even own 2 tarot 1 oracle deck. However, every time I commit to sit down and learning I get discouraged and overwhelmedBev G (author) from Wales, UK July 25, 2020: You can, Bella.Bella Trix on July 25, 2020: I really thank you want to want you as I believe many of the tarot sites offer
interesting ideas and gave me a lot to think about. Bev G (author) from Wales, UK February 08, 2020: Hi Deborah, I can't do your reading, sorry. There are several reasons: I do not know your question, your situation, the position of the cards, and I have nothing to do with you. It's not a good idea to ask others to interpret your cards. Deborah Robinson on
February 08, 2020: I got 9 swords2 cupsAmperanceV present has to do with my career. there's bene feeling stressed about it going to be be ok tia xxxBev G (author) from Wales, UK October 21, 2019: Yes, link right there. Me on October 21, 2019: Reverse ??? ???
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